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loWA STATE AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE, MAY, 1887. No.3. 
vert to the long aisles of the past. 
Far back in the twilight of time, 
THE RISE AND PROGRESS OF GOV- mankind ranged the hill and valley 
ERNMENTS 
BY G. S. GOV!ER. 
in barbarous tribes, with no wis-
dom save the feeble light of near 
experience ; no law other than the 
Mind has ever struggled for the edicts of a tribal chief; and no re-
mastery of the mysterious and the ligion but the dogmas of rude su-
supremacy of truth. This conflict perstition. Time, with its evolu-
is the source of ideas and the tion of truth, exalted the indolent 
centre of the world's thought and chief into the pompous autocrat 
action. With the slow advance of .and transformed the scattered tents 
ages true ideas rise above the false into magnificent cities. These 
and then pass down the centuries, early despotisms, in their turn, 
an unseen, changeless force, exalt- rose to the gloom and splendor of 
ing man and nations. Truth alone India and Persia when the rise of 
is progressive and permanent. wisdom, placing the welfare of the 
Walled cities and massive palaces people above the grandeur of na-
crumble and decay; popular realms tions, educed the long cycle of 
lapse into desolate wastes; customs progressive monarchies. Learn-
and languages pass out of use, are ing advanced with the centuries, 
forgotten and lost. All material and the dungeons and abbeys of 
things join in the circle of change kings and priors were replaced by 
and perish; but truth, once re- courthouses and temples. Oppres-
vealed in its fullness, is immutable ; sion yielded more and more to 
and Time, the despoiler, only parts liberty until there arose a demand 
it further from error and leaves it for a government too far advan-
to light the channels of thought ced for any known land, for any 
forever. From the remotest his- one people. But destiny is a wise 
toric periods under this growth of Goddess and prepared for it a land 
truth, mankind has constantly been where martyrs had never heard 
approaching freedom of thought the clink of chains; where tyr-
and independence of action. Re- anny had never imposed the curse 
LITERARY. 
of thraldom; where religion had 
never felt the blight of idolatry. In 
such a land she disposed a race of 
profound intellect, refined senti-
ment and cultured conscience. 
The deep far-seeing minds that 
outlined the fabric of the American 
Republic, whose towering struct-
ure now rises like an Olympus, 
above the ancient nations of tyr-
anny, and wields the sceptre of 
liberty and truth over the world. 
Turn to the time-marked monu-
ments of the ancients and trace 
the same truths. The colossal 
strength of Theban tombs and 
temples, their massive walls and 
avenues of columns furrowed with 
age, point out the wealth and pow-
er of the early world as engrossed 
for the aggrandizement of but one 
man ; the marble wilderness of 
the once proud Athenian capital, 
still lifted above the wrecks of 
time, bear imprints of the few rul-
ing the many; and the rock-built 
castles that stretch along the Rhine 
reveal a design for the glory of the 
asistocracy and not for the people ; 
while the bristling spires and 
swelling domes that grace the 
Western Republic, rising not from 
the palaces of a nobility but from 
halls of charity, learning and re-
ligion, mark the grand culmination 
of civil and religious liberty. 
Every souree of knowledge pro-
claims this advance and implies its 
permanance. True, past nations 
have risen to glory and again sunk 
into oblivion, but each was over-
turned by ignoble rulers that 
swelled their luxuries and fame by 
enslaving the nation's energies and 
subverting her truth. They were 
not conquered by w2r but by the 
depraved ideas of tyranny. The 
advanced nations of to-day, rest-
ing on the accumulated truth of 
all the past, will never lapse from 
the comforts of civilization into 
the miseries of barbarism. Their 
high culture is crowned with a 
success that impels onward. Pro-
lific labor sends a teeming com-
merce across every valley, over 
every sea; science, philosophy 
and religion throw a golden halo 
around every hearth ; peace spreads 
its mantle broad and free "over all 
who peaceable will be." The 
spirit of freedom and progress is 
diffusing itself throughout the 
world. Its greatest barrier, the 
renown of the sword, has already 
fallen. This ancient power carved 
the names of Ninevah and Tyre 
high on the temple of fame while 
the masses, a race of slaves, were 
shrouded in ignorance. To-day 
it is almost a nonentity ·and cul-
ture is the only basis of society. 
During the last century civiliza-
tion has sent its truth "to every 
living people," has scattered 
churches and schools over Asia, 
and planted its banners on the 
coasts of Africa and Australia. 
Barbarism is everywhere repressed. 
The island cannibals are gone and 
LITERARY. 59 
the race of Indians are sinking in across the sea is instilling into 
the West. All must follow the other bosoms a love of liberty and 
tide of civilization or fall before it. a nobility of spirit that cannot long 
This grand advance is achieved be confined by the withering em-
through the rise of truth, the out- brace of empire. Let the United 
corne of learning·, from whose por- States bar her gates, as she some 
tals is sent forth a truth which, re- day must, and constrain the med-
nouncing all the illustrious castes ley that now seek refuge within 
of monarchy will bring its mould- her goodly borders to pour forth 
ering foundation into ruins--'tis the sweet strains of freedom on 
the truth of the equality of man. their own native hills; then in a 
First sounded from heaven on the few brief ages will liberty and 
shores of Galilee, it distinguishes equality gain control of the East 
no plebeian, no patrician; no and rear their majestic monuments 
Spartan slave, no Roman citizen; on the sable spread of monarchial 
but places ail on the broad plain ruins. The Orient stretches out 
of a universal brotherhood. Un- before us like a great sea and every 
clcr this heavensent law the rise of breeze from the West sends rip-
general education has ever marked ples of freedom across its surface. 
the fall of monarchies; will ever Time will swell the chasing ripples 
be the lofty highway of republics. into billows and these will heave 
All Europe is gradually drifting in- their crested tops over the ship of 
to popular governments; and as empire, when she will sink into the 
culture expands the spirit of liber- I seething turbulence to rest with 
ty, her social fabric will improve I the fossils of the blue deep forever. 
more and more until, resting on Our ensign may not always float 
the basis of freedom and equality over the loftiest republic. Though 
it will proffer communion alike to our government is the culmination 
the weak and the strong, the rich of all ages, with attributes of na-
and the poor, the proud and the ture's blessings, rare intelligence 
lowly. Then will the spreading and high morality, she may fail to 
wisdom that now illumines the I solve the deep problems lying in 
world shine forth the beacon-light i advance ; her people may lose 
from the tomb of empires; the their virtues in the race for renown 
aurora to the cycle of republics. In and she may yet follow in the 
the new 'vVest the goddess of Lib- course she now so nobly leads. As 
erty guides a nation with rich in a rose, unfolding leaf after leaf to 
harvests on its free hills, with beauty, the first leaves often fade 
peace and learning in its busy ere in the fullness of its splendor 
homes; and .its broad light shining it is plucked, so in the world, ex-
60 LITERARY. 
panding republic after republic into 
life, the first may wane in glory ere 
at the Master's solemn call govern-
ments shall cease. But hope reach-
es forward, through the triumph of 
truth, to the train of glorious years 
when the freedom and equality that 
blossomed in America will scatter 
their fragrance over every land and 
enwrap the whole world with the 
sweet incense of wisdom, virtue and 
peace ; and in the grand roll-call 
of ages it hears each report more 
glorious than the former until lib-
erty sheds its exalting rays on 
every cottage and palace, on every 
nation and continent; and religion 
bathes the wo.rld in the purity of 
its own living light. And in that_ 
millenial dawn it sees America 
lead republics and republics en-
circle the world. 
--------•----
AARON BURR. 
BY NELLIE F.. GILCHRIST. 
Something over a century has 
passed since the birth of a child 
who was to play an important part 
in the struggle for existence of our 
then young republic. 
The son of a minister and grand-
son of the pious and renowned 
Johnathan Edwards, no doubt my 
readers anticipate the extolling of 
a man who labored with unselfish 
zeal for the prosperity of a weak 
and storm-tossed nation. 
Such noble parentage should 
youthful actor who played such a 
despisable role in the drama of life 
as to merit a fate which carried 
him in loneliness to the grave-
"unwept, unhonored and unsung." 
The sixteenth year of his life had 
not yet flown, when we find him 
bidding farewell to his Alma Ma-
ter, and Aaron Burr, altho' yet a 
boy in years, was prepared to be-
gin his career as a man. 
Whether the disposition which 
brought him so much ignominy 
and shame was inherited or a 
growth from circumstances and 
early-training history does not tell 
us-suffice it to say that love of 
applause and anxiety for political 
honors in the youth led to a rest-
less and far-reaching ambition in 
the man. 
1775 finds him a volunteer in an 
expedition against Quebec, con-
ducted by the traitor Arnold. The 
young soldier's ardor was intense. 
In this stage of his existence we 
might pause to admire were it not 
that this bright spot in his history 
was so soon darkened by his will-
ful disobedience and debauchery. 
Washington admired the bril-
liant intellect· and unquestioned 
military ability of Burr, but that 
stern moralist could not pardon 
immorality in an officer. His dis-
charge was promptly given. Burr's 
nature was far too proud to ever 
forgive this act of insult as he 
deemed it and from that time for-
have inspired noble deeds in the ward his schemes were wholly to 
LITERARY. 6r 
further the interest of self regard-
less of consequences to his fellow-
men or to the nation. 
As Vice President of the United 
States he proved himself a veritable 
political schemer and finally stig-
matized his name,. hy what · we 
must consider the murder of his 
political apponent-Hamilton-al-
though done under the cover of 
that absurd practice, dueling. 
His fixed determination to bring 
Hamilton under the range of his 
pdo!, caused him to be branded 
as a willful murderer and an indict-
ment was duly found against him. 
In a few days he fled, an outlaw· 
and an outcast to the western wilds, 
there to add one more political 
crime to his career as_: a public 
man, and one more dark chapter 
to his country's history. 
Deserted by political friends 
and stinging under the sense of 
obloquy and shame he hoped to 
erect an empire in the: west and, 
while winning glory to himself, 
revenge his nation's treatment of 
him. 
"How wretched, uh ! how fatrrl is our error 
When to revenge ptccipitate we run! 
Revenge that still with double force recoils 
Back on itself and is its own revenge, 
\Vhile to tl1e short-lived, momentary joy 
Succeeds a train of woes, an age of torments." 
You are all familiar with the re-
sults of that gigantic scheme. 
Burr's fascinating P.ower over other 
minds was wonderful. Many were 
led into the plot through the au-
thor's brilliat portrayal of the re-
sult-"The Gods invite to glory 
and to fortune!" said the miscre-
ant man and hundreds rallied 
round his standard eager to share 
the outcome. 
Misguided and remorseful men! 
Better not to have done the deed 
than weep when it is done. Ye 
did not fathom the wily beast who 
snared you. You erred thouo-ht-
"' lessly perhaps, and your punish-
ment was greatest in an accusino-
• b 
conscience. 
But your leader, your justly in~ 
censed nation exiled to a foreio-n 
b 
strand. Strange and rapid were 
Burr's vicissitudes from beinrr Vice 
b 
President of the republic, the idol 
of a dominant and powerful party. 
He had become the slayer of 
America's greatest statesman and 
then a bold and disowned adven-
turer, a helpless fugitive, a felon 
and an outlaw. 
In foreign lands he won the 
name of spy and wandered aim• 
lessly over the globe, severed from 
the rest of mankind. 
011ly one remained true and 
shed a never-ceasing- flood of love 
around this wretched man. We 
cannot sypathize with her feelings 
toward the being as Aaron Burr; 
but we feel a thrill of womanly 
emotion when we view him in the 
light of the father, the loving pro-
tector, for it is of "Theodosia the 
Beloved" I speak. 
In all his wanderings this du-
teous daughter "never ceased to 
62 LITERARY: 
pour on him the richest treasures 
of a woman's adoring love." 
When every other home was 
closed to him forever, hers was 
the heaven of rest, where always 
awaited him, a heart-felt, filial wel-
come. 
Never had the worthiest of fath-
ers so touching a tribute of love 
and respect as this from ·the gift-
ed and beautiful Theodosia. "My 
vanity would be greater had I not 
been placed so near you, and yet 
my pride is in our relationship ; I 
had rather not live than not be the 
daughter of such a man:" 
This love was mutual and Aaron 
Burr "drained the cup to its nether 
dregs" when the steamship was 
lost on which she sailed to wel-
come him from his European exile. 
His remaining earthly all-in-all 
was now gone and bereft and alone 
his wretched existence was pro-
longed past four score years. 
Oh! man whose heart was 
fixed on earthly things, what have 
you gained ? Does the fact that 
yours was an unerring shot and 
full of skill cancel the debt, that 
you are responsible for the widow's 
sighs and orphan's tears? 
Does the knowledge of the pos-
session of brilliant intellect and 
misguided genius recompense the 
thought that had you possessed 
less of these qualities, hundreds of 
your fellow-men had not been 
bankrupt and heart broken ? 
Does the fact that bards have 
sung of the love of that affectionate 
daughter for you, bring the peace 
and triumph it would, were you 
sme you were worthy of it? 
Man, your error was early in life 
when you resolved to lay up 
treasures on eat'th, for the moth 
and rust corrupted, and your heart 




Life is a panoramic view of our 
being. No scenery is more inter-
esting to behold ; no theme so 
grand and inspiring, no problem 
so difficult to solve as the great 
problem of life. Its mysteries are 
curtained in purity; and its beau-
ties, its scenes of moral grandeur 
and soul-stirring pa tho,, its da1 k 
ravines and rugged mountain tops, 
its rainbows of promise and dark 
threatening clouds ,:lre only re-
vealed to us as time slowly and 
steadily moves the curtain along. 
At first the scenery is lovely in 
its simplicity. No sudden peaks 
to startle the imagination or awe 
us into wonder; but calmly we are 
permitted to behold a far-stretcr.-
ing lawn with here <J.nd there a 
sprightly rill gushing from beneath 
a mossy bank, which is decorated 
with the choicest flowers. Through 
the mists of the morning may be 
seen the sun as it rises to shed 
more beauty on this already de-
lightful scene, and as we gaze spell-
LITERARY. 
bound upon its loveliness, we sec 
written on the back-ground in 
golden letters, "This is Child-
hoocl~"bcautiful, lovely and inno-
cent childhood! With fear and joy 
struggling for mastery in the human 
breast we gaze upon those spark-
ling dewdrops and fain would wish 
that they might sparkle on, and 
the scene ever thus, remain. 
\Vhilst we arc glad and joyful to sec 
lovely youth clad in such pleasing 
habiliments, the canvas glowing 
with beauty and the sky so serene-
ly bright, we fear, lest when the 
sun sh:lll arise to its zenith, the 
flowers of that fair field shall wither 
and drop off and the plants, in-
stead of bearing their fruits, will 
stand dried and barren cumbcrcrs 
of the ground. vV e would to God 
that no blighting ·winds nor pois-
onous influences would ever thus 
mar the beauty of childhood's view 
upon the panorama of life. 
I3ut the canvas moves on. 
Childhoods sweet innocency is past 
and we are permitted to behold 
the stronger freaks of boyhood's 
bcauideal dreams on canvas, well 
portrayed. His imagination has 
caused him to paint lofty air-castles 
and build magnificent towers, 
which by the reverses of fortune, 
seem ready to totter and fall. Here 
the painter has mottled the canvas 
according to his own peculiar con-
ceptions and begins to tell the im-
portance of self entity. Life ever 
changes. Those fountains wind 
through dell and grove, mid rocks 
and hills, gathering strength in 
their onward course. At one time 
the river glides smoothly along its 
way, with scarcely a ripple upon its 
bosom ; again it clashes headlong 
in furious rage down the cragged 
peaks, overleaps its bounds and 
spreads desolation in every direc-
tion. The shattered fragments and 
broken pieces that strew the 
ground, tell in unmistakable lan-
guage that life is not all sunshine, 
smile and flowers. 
But as manhood approaches, it 
is met with sober, thoughtful re-
alities. Great acts u1:5on the bat-
tle field are there to demonstrate t 11c 
pmvcrs of man. The daring deeds 
of heroes and martyrs are there to 
show that no human power can 
change from doing good. Yet, as 
we look out upon the picture, un-
derneath many a sturdy oak, we 
sec where the whirl-pool of evil 
habits has been permitted to play, 
until it has washed away the 
foundations, and left it to the 
mercy of the winds. Those beauti-
ful fields too often display dark 
caverns of despair, thus showing 
that life is not always what it seems 
to be but what we as painters up-
on the canvas make it. Old 'age 
with its trembling marks, its com-
mon frailties, its truthful precepts, 
soon appears. The hoary frosts 
have had their effects and all Nature 
seems wrapped 111 her shroud of 
sheeted snow. In the dim back 
SCIENTIFIC. 
grounds may be seen the "fi!ystic Okoboji and Spirit Lakes in _the 
river" and "the boatman pale," northwestern part of the State, in 
while on the further shore is the company with Mr. A. S. Hitch-
beautiful lighthouse of hope, cock and Mr. G. K. Cherrie. 
shedding its rays down through The main object of the trip was 
the valley of the shadows, out to collect by means of the dredge 
into the beautiful "Land of the and thereby learn as much as pos-
Lcal." Death drops the curtain. sible regarding the animals living 
Earth life is ended. Spirit life in the mud and gravel at the bot-
begun. The scroll is rolled and tom of the lakes. 
registered for eternity. There, Although it was possible to 
when the judgment-hand shall spend but a very few days and 
unroll the canvas sheet, those dredging is necessarily a slo,v pro-
dim backgrounds which were so ccss, some of the facts obtained 
invisible here, will be brought to seem worthy of mention. 
light, by the great telescope of Aside from the specimens ob-
truth. There, "Life will cease to j taincd with the dredge, a small 
seem to be, and change to what · number were collected in other 
it is." ways, but the fact that so much of 
Fellow students, we are painters the time was consumed with the 
upon the canvas of life, not only dredge will account for the mca-
painting our own life scroll, but gerness of the record in some 
teaching others how to color theirs. groups i!1 which a little time spent 
Shall we be careless, inactive and would have enabled us to secure 
indifferent ? May heaven forbid ! an abundance of material. 
But with this great responsibility The dredge used was the ordin-
staring us in the face, let us w-ith ary pattern--an iron frame with a 
the poet count time by heart bag-net about two and onc-lrn.lf 
throbs and ever remember that feet in depth, protected by a grain 
"He most lives who thinks most, sack open at the bottom, allowing 
feels the noblest, acts the best." the water to pass freely through, 
but preventing any injury to 
-tJ.~e'.IEJ\[TIFIC.~ the net. 
SOME RESULTS OF COLLECTING 
AT OKOBOJI AND SPIRIT LAKES. 
HERBERT OSBORN. 
During the summer of 1885 I 
made a short collecting trip to 
It may be in place to say that 
these lakes arc fine examples of 
drift lakes, being surrounded by 
evidences of glacial action. The 
former, or the West Okoboji, par-
ticularly, at which we spent most 
time, is in many places complete-
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ly walled at the shores with huge 
boulders, which have been washed 
out from the drift material by wave 
action at the margins of the lake 
and have accumulated at the 
shores, it is supposed by the action 
of ice. At other places high clay 
banks, and at still others sandy 
and gravelly beaches; all testify 
to the nature of the lake basin 
and its origin. 
This lake is in places over one 
hundred feet in depth, that being 
about the deepest point to which 
we reached in dredging, but a res-
ident of the place, apparently well 
acquainted with the lake, affirmed 
that it had been sounded to at 
least one hundred and twenty-five 
feet. The shore line of Spirit 
Lake is more regular, has fewer 
boulders, and in places runs off in-
to swampy extensions. It is com-
paratively shallow-not much over 
fifteen to twenty feet in depth if 
the places dredged could be taken 
as a guide, while in many places 
the depth is only a few feet. It 
stands at a little higher level than 
the Okoboji Lake, into the east 
branch of which it empties by a 
short stream. 
In the vicinity of the lakes we 
noted various animals not collect-
ed. A few of these will be men-
tioned in their proper connection. 
Among mammals we noticed 
the chipmunk, Tamias striatus. In 
the timber growth along the bor-
der of the lakes, and somewhat 
east of the lakes on open prame 
land, we saw numbers of the gray 
ground squirrel, Spermophileus 
Franklini; meadow lark, Stur-
nella nzagna; king fisher, Ceryle 
alcyon; prairie chicken, Cupidonia 
cupido; kildeer, Acgialitis voczfe-
rus; snipe, Gallinago wilsoni, and 
terns and gulls were rather com-
mon. A number of loons, Colynz-
bus torquatus, were seen, but they 
were too wary to allow us to get 
within" range. 
Fish were plentiful, but most of 
those collected were utilized in 
camp. 
The insects collected were such 
as came directly to hand, no spec-
ial effort being made to obtain full 
collections. Nevertheless, a few 
specimens were secured that I 
have not seen from other localities 
in the State. 
The species of Culex forced 
themselves upon our attention 
and were far too numerous for 
comfort. They entered our tent 
and in spite of our provision in the 
way of mosquito netting, kept us 
aware of their existence by their 
gentle music and less gentle prob-
ing for capillaries. 
A blood-red dipterous larva 
( doubtless a species of Chiron om us) 
was dredged in the mud of Spirit 
Lake in water from fifteen to 
twenty feet deep. 
S{lpha suinamensis and Collops 
4-maculatus were found under 
dead fish on the beach. 
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The commcn fl ' . i fire y, P11ot11rzs i Of the univalves we secured Val-
j>m.1J1h 1allica wa,; frequently ob- j ,·ata tricarinata Say at Okobqji ; 
,-;crved at night, and a sing·le speci- : ffdisoma trh 1olz's Say at both Oko-
men of another firefly, Pyractomnza boji ancl Spirit; Jfclisoma bz"carin-
lucifcra, Y\·as secured. J)ism1J1clw ata Say and Hdisoma rampmmlata 
altcnzata, prudrus riparius, with S:i.y at Okoboji; P!mtorbclla armi-
se\-cral other species of beetlci,. : /;Cm Say at Okoboji ; Mencius ex-
may also be added to the list of actus Say at Okoboji ; Gyrmzlus 
Coleoptera. par,•us Say and G. dcjlcctus Say at 
Trapc::;onotus ncbulosus(?), Not- Okoboji; A 11micola porata Say and 
onccta zmd11lata and a species of I A mnz'co/a lustica Say at Okoboji. 
Corisa represent the huniptera. : Pltysa lu·t,'rostrop!ta Say and 
The lakes :i.bouncl in Hwae of: Plzysagyrina Say were common on 
_N europtera, some of which \\·ere · aquatic plants near the surface in 
dredged ,vhilc many were found · shallow water, and a few were 
along shore at Spirit Lake :1fter a dredged in shallow water at Oko-
storm. Spiders and ticb, especi- boji. LinnoplzJ1sa dmdroi.rn Say, 
ally the latter, were numerous. L. lwJ1dozia Lea and L. pa!ustra 
The common crayfish seemed Mull were all taken along- shore at 
abunchnt, being secured when Okoboji. fllllz'mus !typ!t1,orm1z 
dredging near shore in rather shal- !inn. at Okoboji. Limzaca sta[;na-
low water. lis linn. was very plenty, especial-
The mollusks naturally formed at Spirit Lake, along a sandy 
a prominent feature in the dredged bcacl1,· where they ,had evidently 
material, and many specimens been washed up by a storm. 
were picked up along· the margins Of the bivalves Pisidium abdit-
of the lakes. Many of the uni- um Prime and splzacrincn striatim-
valves secured in this way were me lam. were dredged in numbers, 
not dredged at all but nevertheless the latter being particularly abun-
thcy probably occur at some dis- dant on a gravelly bottom in about 
tancc from shore, the shells being twenty-five feet of water. 
washed up by the waves. A nodonta 07,ata was dredged 
A mass of mollusk eggs resem- from muddy bottoms in both Oko-
bling those of Li1mzaca sta[;iza!is boji and Spirit Lakes. 
attached to some dead leaves was Bare mention of the leeches, a 
dredged at a depth of over one few specimens of which were sc-
hundred feet in vVest Okoboji cured, must close this cnumera-
Lake. I am indebted to Prof. R. tion, but enough has been given to 
E. Call for determinations in this show that these lakes abound in 
group. animal life, some phases of which 
SCIENTIFIC. 
present interesting economic prob-
lems for further investigation. 
--~---•~ ----
POLLEN OF JUNIPER. 
\'ENE C. GA::\,lBELL. 
A pollen grain consists usually of 
longer than the other. Rarely 
the outer and middle coats are 
both thrown off at once. 
FLIGHT OF WATER BEETLES. 
(From Entomologica Americana, Vol. Il, No. 3.) 
two membranes enclosing a granu- A few days since while passing 
lar liquid in which is suspended a small pond, I stopped to notice 
the nucleus. the swarms of Gyrinus on the sur-
The pollen of the Juniper (:/uni- face and shortly after was struck 
pcrus Virginiana) has three coats by the appearance of certain black 
-an outer rough, a middle insects flying in the air. A few 
thick and a very thin inner coat. moments of close observation 
These can not all be seen at first. proved my suspicion, that the fly-
The outer coat is rough and when , ing insects were Gyrinus, to be 
placed in water soon bursts and . correct, and I was able by careful 
allows the clear and thick middle I watching for a little while to ob-
coat and thin inner one to be I serve the process entire. The in-
plainly seen. The outer coat sects after swimming about on the 
bursts because the middle one has surface for a time, or sometimes al-
swollen in the water. Often the most immediately after coming to 
outer coat cracks open slightly surface, would proceed to crawl up 
when the middle forces its way on the stones at the bank or upon 
out as a gelatinous mass. The partially submerged sticks, grass, 
outer one is soon thrown off when etc. After climbing up a few 
the grain assumes a spherical form. inches from the surface of the wa-
I t continues to increase in size un- ter, (I saw some as high as ten or 
til it is nearly twice the diameter twelve inches) they would remain 
of the orginal grain when the mid- quiet for a while, appearently wait-
dle coat often breaks leaving the ing to become perfectly dry, then 
granular portion surrounded by suddenly extend the wings and fly, 
only the thin inner one. The taking the flight so quickly that I 
middle coat is thicker on one side was unable to catch sight of the 
than on the other causing the wings till they were in the air. 
liquid contents to occupy a posi- Frequently they would fail to 
tion out of the center. The nu- to get well into the air, perhaps 
cleus is dimly outlined near one caught by a sudden gust, and cap-
end of the granular mass which is size upon the surface, in which 
not spherical, but has one axis cases they folded their wings as 
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quickly as possible and dove out 
of sight; whether any of these cap-
sized ones made a second effort I 
could not determine. \\,'hen they 
made a good flight they rose 
rapidly to a height of forty or fifty 
feet, then flew away with the wind 
and would be very quickly lost to 
sight. The species is one rather 
common in this locality, Gyrinus 
analis. 
I also !:,aw several individuals of 
Hydrophilus glaber on stones and 
sticks several inches above the sur-
face of the water but did not see 
any of them take to flight. 
It was a warm spring day, and 
about half past four when I first 
noticed the beet!es. I watched 
them till nearly sundown, but they 
were not nearly so plenty the lat-
ter part of the time, partly perhaps 
on account of the change in tem-
perature, possibly partly on ac-
count of my taking advantage of 
their terrestrial habit to secure a 





In pursuance with the provisions 
of the resolution of the Board of 
Trustees, mentioned in the March 
AURORA, providing for the impor-
tation of various farm and garden 
seeds from foreign countries, a 
large quantity of seeds was ordered 
and has lately been received. The 
importation consists chiefly of 
many varieties of wheat, rye, oats, 
cabbage, beets, turnips, peas, etc., 
chiefly from the interior steppes of 
Russia-that vast East European 
plain-many parts of which much 
resemble our western prairies in 
climate. 
This may, in common with the 
horticultural experimentation car-
ried on here for several years past, 
be regarded as an attempt to 
shorten the work of adapting 
plants to trying interior climates ; 
this is, to hasten the evolution of 
forms especially adapted to such 
climates by centuries of growth in 
similar environments, instead of 
starting with varieties originally 
indigenous to moist coast climates. 
Perfect vegetative health enables 
the plant · better to withstand 
mildew, blight and other fungus 
enemies, which attack the plant 
when weakened by unfavorable 
climatic conditions. 
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weary the reader with too many 
of our opinions at one time. It 
seems, however, that in this as in 
some other things, the editor "pro-
poses" but the the printer "dispos-
es. \V c do not intend to impose 
on the good-nature of our readers 
to so great an extent this month, 
which we suppose will give them 
agreeable repose. 
IN some respects a college pa-
per is more difficult to conduct in 
such a way as to be interesting 
and satisfactory to all of its read-
ers than most other papers. The 
chief reason for this is that the 
readers of college papers are of 
---·--------- several different classes, each of 
SUBSCRIPTION TERMS. I which require different kinds of 
One Vear (in aclvnncc). · · · · · · · · · · · · · .$1.oo · reading matter. At the college, 
Sing:leCopy .......................... 12 • 1 h 
· arc two important c asses-t e stu-All subscrir,tions are considered permanent 
nnlil discontinuance is reqnestc,l ancl all ar- dents and the professors, neither 
rcaragcs arc paid. of which are much interested ih 
All Literary contrihntions should be ad- the news about the institution, for 
dre:-;sc-d THE AURORA, Aines, Iowa. 
.Applications for ndvertising rntes, ancl oth-
er husines:-; cornn1unications, shoulcl be ad-
dressee! L. V. HARPEL, 
Business iv1anager, An1es, Iowa. 
FERGUSON & HEAD, PRINTERS, JEFFERSON, IOWA. 
they know most of it long before 
it appears in the paper ; and who 
are somewhat differently inter-
ested in other parts of the paper. 
Of those away from the collego, arc 
the Alumni, who are especially in-
terested in reading the news about 
] the college and about each other, 
---------------- and the exchange editors and 
THE editorial department was others who know but little about 
much larger last month than we the college and arc but little inter-
expected it would be when we csted in its purely local affairs, but 
prepared it, so we told the printer arc interested in more general ar-
to save one of the editorials for ticlcs and who are ready to criti-
this issue, for we did not wish to cisc any faults or mistakes. To 
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prepare a paper each month that I your silent approval, but if you 
will interest and please all these [ t:1ink it a good suggestion sit down 
different clas,,cs is easier said th,m I and write to us without waiting 
c:one. \Ve thank our readers both ! for some one else to write first. 
here and away from the school 
who have expressed their interest THE students were well pleased 
in and appeciation of THE Au- when it was announced that the 
RORA since we have taken char;::;e ' faculty b.d decided to have a lee-
of it ; and we shall continue to try ture by one of their number every 
to make the paper a true exponent other Friday evening; and they 
of the spirit of the institution and , were still more pleased after hav-
as interesting as possible to all ing listened to the first lecture by 
classes. President Chamberlain on the sub-
ject, "The American Boy and, 
vVE have a few words to say to What Sha!! he Do for a Living· ?" 
the Alumni of the college. We The Pre-~idcnt commenced bis 
wish to make THE AURORA inter- lecture by apologizing for not 
esting to you and in order to do saying anytl,ing about the Amcri-
so we must have your co-operation can girl, whom he considered of 
and assistance. Let us hear from equal importa:1ee, and pleasantly 
you if it is only a line or two, in- remarked that he could not han-
forming us where you arc and dle both at once. He first noted 
what you are doing. Make THE the general tendency of the Amer-
AURORA the means of communi- ican boys to drift a,vay from the 
cation between all of the old stu- productive · industries and en-
dents of the I. A. C. Give u'.; at gage in the "dress up and sit 
least your patronage, and your clown occupations," such as clerical 
whereabouts, and if you can, send and professional work, and that c1s 
us articles suitable for some de- a consequence foreigners are the 
partmcnt of the paper and of 1117 leaders and foremen in nearly all 
terest to the general reader. If occupations requiring skill and 
you will do this we shall be careful trnining of the hand and 
pleased and the paper will, we eye. Referring to the different in-
think, please you better ; or if you fluences of country and city 
will send short letters co1:taining life he stated that statistics showed 
suggestions to those connected that ninety per cent. of successful 
with the college _we will publish business men were from the coun-
them and they will, we think, form try, and s;,.id that the country boy 
an interesting and valuable feature has a much better chance of be-
of the paper. Don't pass this with coming a pure and honorable man 
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thzrn the city boy. Life on the neath them. There have been 
farm tends to produce habits of numerous schools established to 
promptness, steady industry and train men for exchange (clerical 
dexterity. This he iliustrated by iife) a11d for destruction (war), but 
some very amusing· yet striking none for production-that is for 
and forcible examples, and a hu- training in the industries. Work 
morous and witty account of was formerly done by slaves, which 
hov;, when a boy, he was trained caused it to be considered as dis-
to promptness by his father, one honorable. Another thing tend-
time when he was sent after the ing to produce the same effect is 
horses and instead of finding them, that governments have not taught 
went fishing. His examples of the useful trades to any except to crime 
influences of city life were equally inals and then as a punishment. 
suggestive, amusing and interest- The remedies for this condition of 
ing. There arc just two ways of affairs are : first, a clear insight into 
exprcssiag thought-one is in the truth of the matter, which will 
words, the other is in actions. show the value and honorableness 
Success in all occupations de- of physical labor; second, schools 
pends upon the amount of thought I must be changed radically and in,. 
put in them ; and the value of the dustrial education made a promi-
product in each is proportional to nent part of our system. By these 
t:1e thought expressed in it. Hence means productive labor will be 
intelligence is of as much impor- made more honorable in the eyes 
tance to the farmer and mechanic of the public and the social posi-
as those engaged in professional tion of the physical laborer raised 
and clerical life. There has al- and graded socially more nearly 
ways been a tendency to look according to the value of their em-
down on the physical laborer and ployment. Industrial and training 
assi1~n him a low place socially. schools arc now rapidly being es-
Public sentiment has been wrong- tablished both in tbis country and 
ly educated in this respect and as Europe. Sweden alone has 300 
a consequence young men leave the schools for the training of workers 
productive industries to engage in in wood and iron. Such schools 
professional and clerical life, where were establish~d earlier in Europe 
their social position is higher. than here, which partially accounts 
Schools have been to blame for for the fact that nearly all of our 
this to a considerable extent ; they skilled workmen arc foreigners. 
were originally founded by the The fact that training schools and 
aristocratic and for the aristocracy, industrial schools like our own are 
who look down on labor as be- being established and liberally 
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pittronized he considered as one '. others without thinking for them-
of the hopeful signs of the times. 1 selves. This is true in nearly all 
In speaking· of the honorableness kinds of teaching but especially in 
ot labor he said, "I would rather the Sunday school. The teacher 
be the engineer of the Brooklyn docs too much teaching and the 
bridge or the inventor of the first scholars to little thinking. If this 
Cantillevcr bridge than President one truth is impressed on our 
of Harvard or Yale college." The minds so that we will act on it, his 
lecture was not only interesting ! visit will be productive of much 
and entertaining but it was full of I good. He also suggested that in-
important practical truths, stated ,I stead of the Sunday school lesson 
in the President's own clear, cner- ! an outline for the study of funda-
g·ctic language. He, like most · mental truths of the Bible be fol-
practical men, chooses words not lowed, the subject to be carefully 
for their beauty of sound but for studied by each member of the 
the clearness and force with which 
they express his ideas. The chance 
to attend such lectures adc\s con-
siderable to the value of th,~ time 
spent here. 
class, the results compared and a 
general summary made. The 
suggestion is a g,,od o:1e and if 
well carried out would undoubted-
ly be very interesting and valua-
ble to each member of the class. 
THE Christian Association was. It is inspiring to meet with such a 
fortunate in getting Mr. Baldwin, 1 worker as Mr. Baldwin and hear 
Secretary of the Y. M. C. A., to him tell about the grand work being 
spend a Sunday with us. While done by the Y. M. C. A His visit 
our ineetings have been very satis- will be remembered with pleasure 
factory in the past, yet we have to and with the hope that he may find 
a certain extent fallen into a sort time to be with us again. 
of groove and do not get out ofit to 
make any improvement on present 
methods. His visit will have a 
tendency to waken us up so that 
we will not only do good work but 
will do better ,vork all the time. 
In his talk to the members of the 
Association he brought out one 
very important thought ; it is, that 
students do not think enough in 
their Bible study ; they simply 
learn facts and the opinions of 
IT seems at first thought rather 
surprising that this college should 
turn out so many teachers as it 
does; but a moment's considera-
tion shows why it should and why 
they should he among the most 
successful of teachers. The long 
winter vacation g·ivcs a good 
chance. to engage in teaching and 
there arc but few who do not im-
prove the opportunity; in fact, it is 
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a necessity to most of them. While some of the reasons why this 
engaged in teaching they meet school graduates so many success-
with the teacher's usual difficul- ful teachers and superintendents. 
ties. The scholars are dull to un-
derstand things that seem so plain WE have considerable faith in 
that anyone ought to understand the good intentions and good 
them; they forget what they have judgment of the faculty, but we 
learned, so early and quickly, and believe that they made a mistake 
it is so hard to get them interested when they refused the students, 
in some studies and keep up that permission to go and hear Belva 
int~rest until they understand the I Lockwood lecture._ The _stude?ts 
subjects thoroughly. When he re- made a worse mistake in gomg 
turns to college again he sees the but both students and faculty 
very same things, but from an ex- acted wisely afterward. 
actly opposite point of view. He 
has just the same trouble that his 
pupils had and often sees just what 
is needed to remove it. He sees 
that the professors have just the 
same trouble that he had and 
notices how the different professors 
succeed or fail in overcoming those 
difficulites. Almost unconsciously 
he is daily learning how to teach. 
Learning and teaching alternate, 
and each vacation, as he goes into 
the school room again, he is pre-
pared to do better teaching. He 
has learned from the professors 
under whom he has recited what is 
essential to success in teaching 
and what is to be avoided. He 
has learned how to teach in a 
practical way by viewing the pro-
cess from all standpoints and by 
observation and experience. Then 
after he has taken psychology un-
der Dr. Welch he is better prepared 
for teaching than graduates of 
most normal schools. These are 
The author of the article, "De-
fective America," in the Tabor 
College Record had better take a 
little more exen:ise and eat less, 
so he will not take such a gloomy 
view of our country and so he will 
think a little clearer and not use 
such uncertain sentences as the 
following: "The American's am-
bition for wealth and fame exceed 
its usefulness." We notice a "del-
egate's" name at the head of the 
last College Record. Here is our 
hand, Mr. Prouty, and better suc-
cess to you in editorial work than 
we had when we "schemed" togeth-
er at the Oratorical Contest. The 
article in the same issue of the 
Record entitled "Chip Day" is 
quite interesting. ----
Several exchanges have spoken 
well of the Hesperian and after 
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looking over several numbers we 
feel inclined to agree with them 
h · · 'l t 1 and say t at 1t ts an exce, en co,-
lege paper ; but, by-the-,vay, we 
have not received the March and 
A;)ril num'.Jcrs yet. 
The Do:i.:1 0 .vl is one of our 
readable exchanges. The March 
number contains the winning ora-
tion of the Nebraska State Contest. 
It is by J. T. House, of Doan Col-
lege ; subject, "Shylock-The 
Forces that Formed His Charac-
ter." As might be expected, it is a 
very thoughtful oration. . The 
same number contains an oration 
on "Lynch Law"-.1 subject which 
certainly demands attention 
when ,vc consider that lynch law 
hangs more than Statute law. 
We thank the University Regis-
The words and parables of Christ bring hack 
the prodigal to his father's mansions. The 
pure stories of the nov, list avail much to 
bring back the prodigals, Justice and Mercy, 
to their home in the human heart. H refor-
n1ntion is ne~tl~11 in society or governn1~nt, 
the novelist's pen becomes as potent as the 
orator's voice. If the great heart of a nation 
swells with sym;1athy or indignation, it is 
when the novelist paints the wrongs of the 
oppressed, and if the individual man is en-
nobled and elevated, it is when he studies the 
ideal characters delineated by the novelist." 
Among other excellent articles 
in the Lawrentian we notice one, 
"How shall we Educate?" in which 
many good thoughts are brought 
out in regard to false ideas of what 
education should be and the im-
portance of carins for and training 
the body. T:1is bttcr is a portion 
of the subject that is deservedly rc-
ceiviw, much m:xc attention now 
than f~rmerly, and many schools 
ter of Lincoln, Ill., for its commen- are arranging for regular courses 
elation of our account of the State of physical tr~ining. 
Oratorical Contest. We c:i.n say We notice an article in the Col-
honestly for that paper that the Jegiate extolling J. G. Saxe very 
literary department contains some highly and we have seen several 
excellent articles-in fact we have such articles in other papers. Now 
seen no more scholarly production we know that it is fashionable to 
in any paper th:111 the two articles, praise men after they are dead but 
on English Language and Litera- we prefer facts to fashion and hon-
ture. The March number also est criticism to empty praise. vVe 
contains an excellent article on cannot agree with other papers in 
"The Novelist," from which we their estimate of Saxe as a poet. 
give an extract. The other de- We think that while he had liter-
partments are not quite up to the ary ability and wit and humor to a 
high standard of the literary de- . considerable extent but that he 
partment: I utterly lacked in the qualities of a 
"The novelist, of all m:n, shou!cl attempt to i crcnui,zc poet. Instead of expressing 
model his life after the hfe of H11n who gave 
1 
° . . . h ·'d' 
us the beautiful parable of the prodigal son. and clevatmg sentiments e 11 1-
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culed and degraded them. vVhile 
his writings may amuse they rarely 
inspire or elevate, aud w\1ile he de-
serves a place among American 
authors, yet to give him the first 
place would be a disgrace to our 
literature and a reproach to the 
noble men who have elevated and 
refined our literature and inspired 
the people with sentiments that 
make life seem worth the living. 
The April Corndlian contains a 
very interesting article on the 
spelling reform. The writer cites 
a number of the most prominent 
men engaged in educational work 
who are strong advocates of the 
new system, and members and of-
ficers of the association for the re-
form of orfoography. He thinks 
that the chance for the ultimate 
success of the reform are good. 
The followi:1g is a summary of the 
more important reasons given for 
the change in our spelling: It 
would be a great labor-saving im-
provement ; the time spent in 
writing and setting type for the 
silent letters would be saved and 
one or two years of the time usual-
ly spent in learning to spell would 
be saved. Millions of years are 
being lost by our present system 
of spelling. Another important 
reason for the change is that 
"Learning to read the English 
language is one of the worst mind-
stunting processes that have 
formed a part of the general edu-
cation of any pupil." The article 
is not "cranky" but is candid and 
thoughtful and well worth care-
ful perusal. 
The College Chips is mistaken 
when it quotes us as making re-
marks about the "latter" numbers 
of that paper, although we did say 
something about the later num-
bers. If it will ·omit a "t" we will 
omit an ''s" and call it square. 
The following poem from the 
Central Collegian is one of the 
best poems of the kind we have 
ever seen: 
A COURSE IN ENG'tISH READING. 
BY SAMUEL C. WILSON. 
In order to read, one must neccls have a 
book, 
So I'll first recomcncl you to Steele or to 
Hooker; 
Duy, borrow or beg as you wish or you 
need, 
Fir;t, last and all the time I recommend you 
to Reade; 
Ile'll give you pure gold for your soiled 
trash, 
If you barter with :him you'll receive his 
Hard Cash; 
Put yourself in His Place while his \Vhite 
Lies are told, 
Tho' they're more like the truth than the 
stories of old. 
Foul Play rlo not fear, for you'll find in 
the encl, 
He cliscoverecl It Is Never Too Late to 
Mencl. 
If you relish a story, try Story on Law, sir; 
If you use tobacco, I' cl rccomcnd Chaucer ; 
If sickened with Paine, and grown weary 
with Aiken, 
Try Grote's Greece for your head, with 
thin slices of Bacon ; 
A bit of cold Lamb and a spare-rib of Hogg 
Will rarely a natural appetite clog. 
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Study Milton-the lofty, the grand, the 
sublime, 
So we say, tho' to read him, we seldom 
find time; 
Twice wedded he was, to his infinite cost-
No wonder, poor man, he wrote Paradise 
Lost; 
And no wonder, when freedom was his 
unrestrained-
His wives long rleceased-he wrote Eden 
Regained. 
Read Shelley whose life passed away like 
a spark, 
And whose happiest verse was made on a 
Lark; 
But to study poor Cowper, I scarce can 
ask, 
For to read his chief poem is a Task, 
While to read Thompson's poems all year, 
is in reason, 
For reading in Thompson is always in sea-
son. 
Should your soul love to wander for truth 
or diversion, 
Take the hand of Will Wordsworth upon 
his excursion, 
While you talk with dame Nature until 
you behold 
Scenes painted in words wtirth their weight 
in pure gold, 
Seek Holmes of the rich and the Holmes of 
the poor 
And his Guardian Angel will enter your 
do.:ir, 
While a kindly olcl Autocrat passes the 
bowl, 
At the banquet of reason and feast of the 
soul; 
And when you have turned over your very 
Last Leaf 
Your eyes will be dim with mirth, pathos 
and grief. 
Boast not of the classes in elegance dres-
sed, 
In his habit of Holmespun I Jike him the 
best. 
Read the essays of Elia, the bleatings of 
the Lamb, 
The choicest of humor, rich, tender and 
calm; 
When earth's pasture he qnit, for the fold 
God assigned, 
Like the sheep of Bo Peep left his Tales 
behind. 
In the critic's fierce wars on his Elegy, 
Gray stands quite as firm as if planted on 
three ; 
So let the critics heiittle, for strive as they 
may, 
They ne'er can write a poem like that till 
they are gray. 
Who can speak of Sir \Valter in terms that 
he ought? 
\Vhen l think of his poems, I murmer Great 
Scott! 
When with him you can roam through the 
regions of history, 
Replete with his genius and wierd with 
mystery, 
And can rise to pure height on the wing 
of his fancies, 
\Vho wonld ri,le Mnlhback thro' historic 
rurr18.nces, 
On the shelves of guocl reading there are 
shelves for all chickens; 
If Dick doesn't snit you, then go to the 
Dickens; 
Take Our Mutual Friend, start with Great 
Expectations, 
And laugh and grow fat on the very best 
rations; 
You may go through Hard Times, though 
its No Thoroughfare, 
Pass American Notes on your saunter if you 
dare: 
Pay a visit to Bleak House, but never you 
stop 
Till yon have ransacked Old Curiosity 
Shop; 
Should your time be but short and most 
choice in your views, 
Pick quick of his best, and Pickwick you 
will choose. 
Oh witty Dickens ! dear, heavenly dwel-
ler! 
If you found the world well yon left us all 
Weller. 
Day and Knight I could go on commend-
ing in turn, 
As your humor is Gay or fancy is Stern: 
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There are \Vhite and Black authors, for 
yon, if you choose, 
Or Green, should your taste be for livelier 
Hughes; 
But of books and authors I've named full 
a score, 




-Did you go? 
-No, Physics and Trig. exam's! 
-Next thing of interest is the 
Sophomore picnic. 
- The young ladies of the Do-
mestic Economy class enjoyed the 
lux_uries of a South Hall dinner. 
Oh, to be a Freshman and take 
Domestic again. 
-The prospect is that we will 
have a lecture some time this term. 
The lecture association is doing a 
good deal of corresponding and 
intends having a good one or 
none at all. 
--We are on the last half of the 
term now. In the dim future, not 
so far distant any more, we see the 
coming orator pawing the air and 
scratching his head after lost ideas. 
-"Are you going to prominade 
this afternoon ?" can be heard to 
echo and re-echo from wall to wall 
at various lucid intervals on Sun-
day morning. 
-The pressure on the front of 
one of the Junior "pokes" on one 
of our ordinary windy days has 
been nicely calculated by a math-
ematical Junior boy, and now the 
girls don't wonder that the hats 
are hard to keep on. 
-We have had two of the series 
of Friday evening lectures to be 
given by members of the faculty. 
One by President Chamberlain, 
April 22, subject, "The American 
Boy, and How Shall he get a Liv-
ing ?" And one by Dr. Welch, 
May 6, on "Animal Intelligence." 
Both were well attended and much 
enjoyed by the students. 
-The long desired change in 
Sunday chapel services has been 
made. The Sunday School hour 
has also been changed to 9:00 a. 
m., chapel at ro:45, giving a 
chance for an afternoon nap some 
place more comfortable than on 
the hard chapel seats. 
- The Clios felt quite proud 
after. hearing it remarked several 
times that their hall was the neat-
est of all the society rooms. The 
new curtains certainly are an im-
provement, and the girls hope to 
add some more pictures and other 
things to make the room look as 
beautiful as possible. 
-In the absence of Dr. Barrows 
the class in English Literature will 
be taught by Dr. Welch. Presi-
dent Chamberlain takes charge of 
the classes in Latin. 
-The champion nine of the I. 
A. C., composed of course of the 
Junior boys, displayed their skill 
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last Saturday in a game with the 
faculty. The boys received the 
honors of the day, the score being 
31to23. 
-Quite a rustic picture was 
presented on Saturday last in the 
form of the class of '89 playing the 
old-fashioned school games under 
the trees of our campus. So inter-
ested were the lads and lassies 
that the clear notes of the 7:30 
bell fell unheeded on their ears, 
and in consequence when they 
reach·ed the building the porch 
was deserted by all but the proc-
tor and the proctor's book. 
--On the Saturday after the 
college 'bus had landed the long-
looked-for Junior hats at the main 
building of the I. A. C., the 
worthy gentlemen of the class re-
solved to make themselves famous 
by an event to be known in his-
tory as the "Junior Walk;'.' and 
each one with a silk plug poised 
upon that "classic brow" and with 
a little ( ?) poke bonnet trotting 
demurely at his side, might have 
been seen wending his way about 
the campus. The hours between 
chapel and crackers were spent in 
this manner and from reports the 
''silk plugs" enjoyed the hours 
spent with the "pokes" and the 
pokes enjoyed the hours spent 
with the "silk plugs." 
-The Republican National Con-
vention held in the chapel by the 
four literary societies is regarded 
by all as a success. A number of 
eminent gentlemen were present 
-"Commodore Bradford," of Illi-
nois, "Judge Beach," of New York, 
"Judge Harpel," of Pennsylvania, 
and many others. Blaine re-
ceived the nomination and as soon 
as it was announced and he could 
control his emotion the "Plumed 
Knight" responded; but his elo-
quence was cut short by the ring-
ing of the I0:30 bell. 
-The College Battalion being 
now organized and having received 
the new uniforms, Captain Lin-
coln gave orders at the last dress 
parade that the death of General 
Geddes should be observed by 
appropriate mourning. 
-The Junior class in botany 
have had in their laboratory work 
this spring Florz'dnu, the first time, 
according to Prof. Halstead, that 
this beautiful and delicate seaweed 
has ever been worked away from 
the seashore. Another rare micro-
scopic study was of the circulation 
of protoplasm in plant cells. 
Ex-Senator Abraham paid a 
short visit to his son and daughter 
at the college. 
Miss Nellie Dean enjoyed a visit 
from her father this month. 
Mrs. Davidson, of Madrid, made 
another visit to her daughter, Miss 
Sullivan, and the college. 
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Sherman Rath, for some time an 
I. A. C. student, is attending Bay-
lis' Business College at Dubuque. 
Mendenhall, once of '86, is again 
a student at the I. A. C. and we 
believe intends to go out with '87. 
Mrs. Mott made quite an ex-
tende<l visit to her son and niece. 
Mr. Mott also spent a few days at 
the college. 
F. A. Bardwell Sundayed with 
old friends at the I. A. C. recently. 
Stella Wagner spent Sunday 
with Miss Sullivan at her home in 
Madrid, and missed the "Junior 
Walk." 
Mr. Paxton was obliged to leave 
college a few weeks ago on ac-
count of an accident to his brother, 
making his presence necessary at 
home. He expects to return this 
fall and graduate with his class. 
Miss Grace Mills, of Jefferson, 
spent several days with her sister, 
Miss Ada, and other friends. 
Mr. Baldwin, Secretary of the 
Y. M. C. A. of Iowa, was at the 
college one Sunday this month, 
and gave many good hints and 
much kind encouragement to our 
Christian Association. 
Charlie Davidson went to Cedar 
Rapids to take the examination 
for the cadets hip at West Point. 
At the Bachelor-Freshman Con-
test Mr. Chamberlain received first 
honors, Mr. Hitchcock second. 
At the Philo.-Sophomore contest 
Mr. Gossard first, Mr. Shoemaker 
second. 
Misses Jessie Gaston and Nellie 
Gilchrist attended the wedding of 
Clara West on the evening of 
April 26. Miss West was once a 
member of '88 and the best wishes 
of her old classmates go with her 
to her new home and life. 
Mr. Head and Misses Nellie 
Gilliland and Kittie Head went 
home for a few days not long 
ago. 
Miss Edna Wade has been quite 
sick for a couple of weeks but is 
slowly recovering. 
Ollie Wilson spent last week 
with Miss Hattie Kooser at her 
home and looks much better for 
her week's rest. 
L. V. Harpel went home Friday 
to remain over Sunday. 
'Gene Yeisley, once of'86, spent 
Saturday and Sunday amid the 
scenes of former days, visiting his 
sister Matie. 
Miss Blood returned to the col-
lege May 7 and took charge of her 
classes the following Monday. We 
are glad to see Miss Blood back 
again and hope she may conclude 
to remain. 
Prof. and Mrs. Budd are enjoy-
ing a visit from their son and his 
family, including a young grand-
son who is making his first visit 
here. 
80 ALUMNI. 
'85-'84. A. U. and Anna Henry 
Quint arc living· on a farm three 
miles from Carroll City. A. U. 
employs his spare time teaching 
school. 
'85. L. F. McCoy is in the em-
ploy of the M. & N.-W. R. R. at 
Yellow Creek, Ill. 
'85. Elam Gray is superintend-
ing the erection of the new iron 
bridge across the Mississippi at 
Dubuque. 
'75. T. L. Palmer is an expert 
accountant with headquarters at 
Des Moines, and has done some 
very nice and critical work in 
straightening tangled-up bank ac-
counts. Mrs. Palmer, formerly 
Preceptress Lovelace here, consti-
tutes the co-ordinate branch of 
government in the household. 
'82. \V. W. vVhcelcr, better 
known in by-gone days as "Stub," 
represents John Queal & Co. in 
the lumber business at Algon.1. 
'So. 0. S. Brown is in charge 
of the railroad station at Thrall. 
'86. J. \V. Bradford has re-
turned from his southern tour. 
'77. Married-April 21_, at Col-
umbus City, Iowa, J. B. Hunger-
ford and Miss Mollie Maclean. 
The four literary societies meet in their 
respective halls every Saturday evening at 
7:30 P. M. All are invited to attend. 
CLIOIJA:, LITERARY SOCIETY. 
OLLIE \YILSON .................. President. 
Jt:LIA WE:S'l'CH ............. Cor. Secretary. 
BACHELOR I lEllA TIKG SOCIETY. 
J. A. PERLE\' ................... Presi,lent. 
C. L. BARTHOLO~IEW ....... Cor. Secretary. 
PIIILOMATHK\N LITERARY 
SOCIETY. 
F. II. CRA\'ES .................. President. 
11ERTlL\ Roen . . . . ...... . Cir. Secretary. 
CRESCE'\JT LITElZARY SOCIETY. 
G. S. GOYIER ................... Presi,lcnt. 
Low J mr:-,soN .............. Cor. Secretary. 
SOCIETY OF ENG1I\'EERS. 
Meets in Engineering Hpll at 7 P. M., every 
scconrl an,l fourth Fri,!::tys of ea.ch month. 
Those interested in engineering are con1ially 
invited. 
J. PAXTON ...................... President. 
\V. °:'J. GLADSON ................ Secretary. 
AGRICULTURAL AND II(JRTICUL-
TURAL ASSOCIATIO:\'. 
),fects in North Ilall at 7 P. M., every al-
ternatc Friday. Those interestcd arc cor-
'8O. E. D. Harvey was married I ,folly invited. 
to Miss Emma \Velis, May 5. I G. II. COLTON .................. President. 
The AURORA sends best wishes! J. CRAIG.····················· .Secretary. 
to both couples. VETERINARY MEDICAL SOCIETY. 
The alumni hold their next 
reunion at the college, August 5. Meets in Sanitary Ilall at 7 P. M., every 
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second and fourth Friday of each month. 
All interested in this line cordially invited. 
M. STALKER .................... President. 
L. G. PATTY .................... Secretary. 
CH;RISTIAN ASSOCIATION. 
MEETINGS. 
Sunday School every Sunday at r:15 P. M. 
Prayer Meeting: Sunday evening at 7 P. M., 
in the chapel; Thursday evening at 6:ro P. 
M., in Freshman Recitation Room. A cor-
dial invitation is extended to all. 
E. A. KIRKPATRICK .............. Presiclen t. 
JULIA WE:'ITCH ................. Secretary. 
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION. 
R. F. JORDAN ............. , ..... President. 
E. W. STANTON ................. Secretary. 
SCIENCE CLUB. 
V. C. GAMBELL ................ President. 
N. E. HANSEN .................. Secretary. 
COLLEGE BAND. 
G. Z. BARNES ................... President. 
B. J. SHELDEN .................. Secretary. 
r:f)ecber~icerl E~;ji.t_Jeeri~;j 
DEPARTMENT 
Will be indebted to its graduates or others interested 
for specimens of all kinds of wo0ds. Please select 
sections showing the bark and heart m one piece for 
small trees but for large trees show bark and heart by 
separate specimens, all to be cut at least six inches 
long. Also give sdentific and common names when 
known. Address, 
N. C. BASSETT, Ames, Iowa. 
To Whom it may Concern 
Keep abreast with the times by buying 
your goods at the 
Palace+ Drug+ Store ! 
Where they study the needs of their customers 
and are always ready and willing, for rea~ 
sonable compensation, to furnish the 
best goods obtainable. We make 
Prescriptions a Specialty! 
And handle all goods usually found in 
a first-class Drug Store. 
Our Nevv Soda Fountain I 
Will soon be in readiness to accommodate 
"all ye that thirst," and the 
B. Garcia's Famous Cigar 
Sells on its merits. Try it. Call and see us, 
try the new road which pleases so many, 
and surely you will not depart from it. 
J. H. Prc~ETT & Co, Ames, Iowa. 
C. C. PURINTON, 
BOOK=BINDER, 
BOONE, !OW A. 
~Send in your Magazines and get them 
neatly and substantially bound. 
--.>,.-MILLIN E RV-<.r--
-AT-
M. & A. ]. SWEENEY'S, 
EAST END STREET. SOUTH SIDE. 
L. M. BOSWORTH, 
DRUGGIST ~ BOOKSELLER, 
CORNER DRUG STORE. 










TO BE FOUND IN IOWA IS KEPT JW 
REDHEAD, NORTON, LATHROP & Co., 
DEs l\'10INES, Iow A. 
CHARLES E. HUNT. 
Rooms: Residence, Opposite West House, 
---.>,..AMES, IOWA.-y-'-
RESTAURANT.I 
WARM AND COLD MEALS. 
COLD BOILED MEATS AND HAM ON 
HAND CONST AN'I'L Y. 
Ice Cream, Lemonade, Cakes, Scotch Mead and all 
kinds of Choice Confectionery. 
A. DUFF, AMES, row A. 
CANIER BROS., 
Boots, 1Shoes and Rubbers, 
CENTRAL BLOCK, BOONE, IOWA. 
INFORJM:A TION 
IN REGARD TO A 
WHERE NO EXTRA CHARGE IS MADE FOR 
Music, Painting and the 
Languages, 
Cari be obtained by writing to Ermina Athearn, 
Franklin, Venango county, Pa. . 
Lawton House. 
Good Accommodations, and only 
$1 per day. , Call and see us. 
NELSON & WESTBERG, 
MERCHANT TAILORS, 
AND DEALERS IN 
Foreign and Domestic Piece Goods. 
Good stock always on hand ; first-
class work. Reduced prices. West 
Side Story St., Boone, .Iowa. 
Barber . Work Neatly Done. 
---.>,..Q. P. RICH,-«-
EAST END STREET. SOUTH SIDE. 
All readers of THE AURORA are 
cordially invited to send specimens 
of plants (especially Iowa Grasses 
and Injurious Fungi) to the Botani-
cal Herbarium. Correspondence 
upon the Flora of the State is always 
welcome. Address, 
B. D. HALSTED, Ames, Iowa. 
